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Models 550 Kelvin test fixture and 570 C/DF test fixture look like the fixture in the photo above.  Model 550 is 

wired for testing with a true Kelvin test circuit and Model 570 is wired for precision C/DF on chip capacitors.  

Both share these common characteristics: 

 

  *Versatile—can be used, without modification  to test chips from 01005 (metric 0402) up to 1812 (metric 

   4832) 

 *Operator friendly—easy to operate and adjust 

 *Efficient—easy to place chips for testing—the “V” groove in the chip locator automatically positions the 

  chip 

 *Low cost—very reasonable price vs. other fixtures that are less capable 

 *Precise—purpose designed to be the most repeatable fixture available on the commercial market 

 *Both fixtures can be outfitted with a digital for accurately measuring and controlling the gap between 

   electrodes so open compensations will be reproducible when changing from one chip size to another. 

 

Model 570 is specified for testing chip capacitors at all the normal production test frequencies from 50 Hz to 1 

Mhz.  However, it is particularly well suited for testing low value—sub-picofarad—tight tolerance chips with great 

precision for both C and DF. 

 

Model 550 is purpose designed for testing DCR using most micro-ohm and milliohm meters.  It is also very well 

suited for testing using the Agilent 4338B meter.  This fixture can be used to test DCR on  the smallest commer-

cially produced chips. 
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Models 560 IR test fixture and 540 HV test fixture share the same basic design with models 550 and 570 except 

that all fabricated parts and fasteners that are close to the DUT are made from a very strong engineering plastic.  

Also, the entire fixture is mounted inside a metal enclosure that protects the operator from accidental exposure to 

electrical shock.  The enclosure is equipped with a interlock switch which can disable the voltage source if the top 

of the enclosure is open. 

 

Model 560 typically exhibits an open circuit IR in excess of 10E15 ohms, so MLCC chips with very high IR can be 

tested with confidence.  For use with the Agilent 4339 specify model 560A, which is prewired for plug and play 

operation with the 4339A or 4339B.   

 

Model 540 is specified for DC voltages up to 5,000 VDC.  It is fitted with 20 KV test leads and a two wire safety 

interlock cable. 

 

Both fixtures can be used for chips from 01005 (metric 0402 up to 1812 (metric 4832) 
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